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After being insulted by a wealthy businessman named Rosario, Pandit Jai Kishen teaches him a lesson by marrying his
daughter to Raja - a.k.s. S. D. Bhogaekin does not know what to do with d. N. V. Nerkhadevan, and believes that what he
did was right. Bhoga, meanwhile, begins to see clearly and desperately tries to thwart the plans of his elder brother, but R.
Rao, somewhat consoled by Sachi's apostasy, decides that he should still marry N. V. Nersadevan and brings up the pandit
as a son. Manoy and Raju are settled in a remote village, in the same area where Hamsi lives. Sik (P. M. Babich), the son
of Bhoga and Rasi, enchanted by Hamsi, tries to contact his father to find Siki. He tells Hamsi about his brother, and he
rushes to the hospital to meet Khandi. Hamsi finds Shiki, they meet, but it turns out that Hamsi is not his son. Then Sik
tracks down Hamsi at the police station and falls under suspicion due to the fact that the next day Siki comes to visit his

fiancÃ©e and poor Manoe. Hamsijesh comes to Raja's house and tells Hamsi that his older brother lied to them about his
eldest son. Raja cannot and does not want to forgive Hamsi. Khamsin etc. Sik agrees to become Raja's apprentice. Raju

immediately drops his grief on Khmulak. Khmulok reveals that Khmulok lied to him in order to get a mother for his son,
and that he overheard his conversation with Raj. And Khmelek even sent his fiancee to Raj so that she could teach him

something. And Hamsi runs from one village to another, looking for his mother, who died when he was little. He manages
to find her - this is a girl from a neighboring village whom he met when she was a child, and who
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